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Titanium Tactical Rifles

F E AT U R E S

This full size .223/5.56 AR-15 platform
with four key parts in solid Mil-Spec
billet titanium is exceptionally durable and 33% lighter, while the 14.7” or
16.1” barrels alone are 45% lighter than
steel barrels. The four key titanium
components are the barrel, lower, upper, and keymod forend which greatly

ease the burden-of-carry, freeing up
weight capacity for security personnel. Weight reduction and a center of
gravity closer to the shooter further
enhances performance by increasing
the speed, mobility and ease of target
acquisition and target tracking, as well
as enhancing user endurance and related user accuracy. Includes titanium
compensator/ muzzle break.
With the combination of our proprietary bore and rifling hardening at the
molecular level, and titanium’s natural imperviousness to corrosion, our



33% LIGHTER



45% lighter barrel than steel counterpart



Easier carry & comfort



More weight-capacity for other items



Faster target acquisition & tracking



Increased endurance & related accuracy



2X MORE DURABLE BARREL



Proprietary treatment doubles barrel life



Titanium is impervious-to-corrosion



20K rounds show zero wear



Rated for commercial applications

barrel life is doubled. Test firing 20K
rounds showed zero wear for commercial applications and rating, minimizing maintenance and greatly reducing
long-term cost of ownership.
Other features include a nickel-boron
coated BCG rated for full auto, MPI test,
and staked gas key; enhanced nitride
treated Mil Spec single stage trigger,
creep adjusted, polished engagement
surfaces, crisp 5lb break; pinned compensator; low profile gas block; ambidextrous, hard coat anodized charging
handle; 6-position collapsible stock
with Mil-Spec polished buffer tube; 30
round black polymer magazine; and
polymer A2 style pistol grip; available
in matte black and titanium.

33%
LIGHTER
THAN COMPARABLE AR-15

2X MORE
DURABLE
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Titanium Tactical Rifle Specifications
Titanium Tactical Rifle

MODEL #

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

WEIGHT

ATAR5561

Tactical-14.7

14.7” Barrel

5 lbs 14 oz

ATAR5562

Tactical-16.1

16.1" Barrel

5 lbs 15 oz

CALIBER

MATERIALS

COLORS

.223 & 5.56

Titanium (6AL4V),
Steel, Aluminum &
Ballistic Polymer

Matte Black or
Titanium Finish
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